The latest entertainment mall in East Jakarta!

AEON's Second mall in Indonesia—"AEON MALL Jakarta Garden City"

Grand Opening at 10:00 AM on September 30 (Saturday)

"AEON MALL Jakarta Garden City" (hereinafter referred to as the mall), the second mall under AEON Co., Ltd. and AEON MALL Co., Ltd. in the Republic of Indonesia (hereinafter referred to as Indonesia), will celebrate its grand opening on September 30 (Saturday).

The mall is located in "Jakarta Garden City (JGC)", a comprehensive development complex with complete residential, commercial and public facilities and urban infrastructure. The construction of high-grade residential buildings and the refurbishment of roads are moving ahead in the surrounding area of JGC, marking a promising trend of development in the future. Because of proximity to downtown Jakarta, coupled with the expansion of existing residential areas, this region has a high population density. Additionally, the mall is adjacent to Bekasi Raya highway, Pejung highway, and Jakarta's Outer Ring Toll Expressway. Thanks to the excellent location and convenient transportation, the mall is expected to attract lots of customers.

The greatest feature of "AEON MALL Jakarta Garden City"

- No. 1 entertainment mall in Indonesia
  - A large ferris wheel is located on the rooftop of the mall, which is the largest of its kind with the most number of passenger cars in Indonesia. As a new local landmark, the mall will shine with dazzling brilliance as its exterior lightings light up in the evening.
  - The mall has the largest skating rink with an area of 1,800 m² ice in Indonesia, and a variety of activities will be carried out there.
  - "CGV" has nine screens and about 2,000 seats, and one of its giant screen halls provides 672 seats as Indonesia's largest screening hall.
  - "FANPEKKA", a children's experience amusement place, opened in Indonesia for the first time, with the official support of the embassy of Finland. With the theme of a magical finnish town, FANPEKKA creates a wonderful world featuring integration of modern and medieval styles.

- No. 1 "FOOD" space in East Jakarta
  - 70 cafes and restaurants open in the bottom floor and the first floor, offering all kinds of food, 25 of which establish their stores in Jakarta for the first time. "Zoo Cafe", in the theme of forest for animal habitats, provides fast food for adults and children in second floor. "Gourmet Garden", the largest food court in Jakarta, opens in the third floor, offering 1,300 seats. The mall is intended to meet various needs of customers for "food".
"Smile Of Life"

People will burst into smiles when they are happy, and savor food.
AEON MALL Jakarta Garden City will provide you with a new experience and space, adding "smiles" to your life.

- "Time" you spend with your important family members and friends in enhancing bonds
- "Place" where you stay with your children happily with smiles
- New "experience" in addition to shopping
[AEON MALL Jakarta Garden City Overview]

・ Name: AEON MALL Jakarta Garden City

・ Address: Jalan BouleVard, Cakung, Jakarta, the Republic of Indonesia

・ Tel.: AEON MALL Jakarta Garden City (+62 21) 2246 2525
AEON JGC ( +62 21) 5569 5999 (Head Office)

・ URL: http://www.aeonmall-jgc.com

・ Responsible Person: AEON MALL Jakarta Garden City General Manager Naito Yoshiaki
AEON JGC Store Manager Eddy · Ivoendy · Irawan

・ Number of stores:
  Anchor store: AEON JGC (comprehensive supermarket)
  Sub-anchor store: CGV CINEMA (movie theater), FANPEKKA (children's experience amusement place), BEST DENKI (home appliance store), Fan World (amusement arcade)

  Number of specialty stores: 227

・ Site area: Approx. 85,000 m²

・ Floor area: Approx. 165,000 m²

・ Gross leasable area: Approx. 63,000 m²

・ Building structure: RC structure, 1 storey underground and 4 storeys above ground

・ Vehicle parking capacity: Approx. 3,000

・ Bike parking capacity: Approx. 1,400

・ Developer: PT AEONMALL INDONESIA

・ Opening date: 10:00 AM on September 30 (Saturday), 2017

・ Business hours:
  Specialty stores 10:00~22:00
  Restaurants 10:00~22:00
  CGV CINEMA (weekdays, Sunday) 10:00~24:30
  (Friday, Saturday, Sunday, holidays) 10:00~2:00 (the next day)
  AEON JGC 10:00~22:00

※The business hours of some stores may be different.

・ Holidays: Open 365 days a year

・ Number of employees:
  Entire mall: approx. 3,000 (AEON JGC: approx. 430)

・ Trading zone: 20-min drive approx. 950,000 households approx. 3,250,000 people